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Training Center for Sustainable Construction, Chwiter
Morocco has a robust tradition of building with raw earth, and Marrakesh 
demonstrates a profound engagement of craft in architecture. However we 
noticed how the historic cities of Morocco, with no space to densify, sparked 
the construction of satellite towns with energy-intensive building materials. 
With the world urban population projected to more than double by 2050, we 
believe that raw earth can be developed as a primary material in sustainable 
architecture. Yet, how can we improve the level of living without increasing 
the ecological footprint? The Training Center for Sustainable Construction in 
Chwiter, a satellite town of Marrakesh, will demonstrate low-tech and high-
tech strategies that consider the local cultural identity. Construction with raw 
earth can be employed at the large scale needed for a growing population, 
while also creating jobs and training, which are essential in Morocco where 
unemployment is high and literacy levels hover around 60%.
In our experience, the scaling up of raw earth construction depends on en-
gaging with building codes, as well as commitment by local partners, such 
as government and industry. In Germany, Austria and Switzerland, Martin 
Rauch influenced the building codes by his demonstration of raw earth in 
load-bearing structures. The Training Center is thus a pilot program to devel-
op a partnership between sustainable development and industry. The Fon-
dation Alliances pour le Développement durable is sponsored by Groupe 
Alliances, which is led by a former architect turned developer, who is very 
influential in the Moroccan building sector. From his experiments with earth 
construction thirty years ago, he is committed to build with the material at a 
much larger scale. He is one potential employer for the graduates of the 
Training Center.

At the strategic position of Morocco, which is a mediating zone between 
Europe and Africa, as well as the Global South, the Center will develop sus  -
tai nable construction techniques that can be applied in both the industrial-
ized and developing worlds. To build with earth in Morocco is a latent craft, 
since the local partners and local people are familiar with how to build with 
earth, however the material does not yet have a “modern” image. Earthen 
techniques are reserved for restoration work, and citizens often build their 
garden walls with earth, as it is the cheapest material available. To restore 
earth as a viable building material is only possible through inventive technical 
applications and thoughtful design. 
The master plan of the Center balances indoor and outdoor areas to create a 
diversity of public realms. A massive earthen wall leads into a spacious gar-
den. The complex interchanges between classrooms, workshop areas and 
outside patios and courtyards surrounded with niches for private study. Stu-
dents will grow fruit and vegetables in the organic garden. 

Authors
Anna Heringer  Architect, Laufen, Germany
Salima Naji  Architect, Kenitra, Morocco
Martin Rauch  Academic, Lehm Ton Erde Baukunst GmbH, Schlins, Austria
Elmar Nägele & Ernst Waibel  Architects, Dornbirn, Austria
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Progress 
–  Integration of low-tech and high-tech approaches: Hand-rammed earth and techniques of rein-

forcement for seismic loads are combined with pre-fabricated earthen parts, which are inte-
grated into the heating, cooling, ventilation systems. 

–  Raw and pure material strategy for tactile and haptic traits: handmade fired-earth tiles inserted 
into walls are shading devices, while also providing erosion control. Designs imprinted in the  tiles 
by local people are ornamental, yet also create an aesthetic of motion and statics. 

–  A strong sense of ownership: The first generation of students helps to construct the Center, and 
is responsible for the maintenance, which includes repairs with water and mud. Future students 
learn how to maintain the center, meanwhile innovating upon sustainable construction 
 techniques. 

–  Outcomes and building performance are in constant evaluation in order to critically push further 
developments.

People 
–  The new center will provide jobs and vocational training to the community of Chwiter as well as 

youth from Marrakesh.
–  As the future users of the Center will be involved in the construction, they can apply construction 

techniques towards improving informal housing in the satellite town.
–  The construction of the Center will enhance the local economy, through providing meaningful 

and fairly paid labor. The building technology of earth is accessible to people from every eco-
nomic level. 

Planet 
–  No fossil-fuel energies are required to source the raw earth, since all the material will come from 

the site excavation. Earth as a building material ages well, and repairs are made with mud and 
water. The walls can be recycled with the lowest input of energy. 

–  Solar panels on top of the workshop hall produce 100 % of the required energy for the building.
–  The building is cooled through passive strategies: supply air is preconditioned in the ground 

heat exchanger in the foundations. Air is distributed through the precast, hollow core earthen 
elements. Wind catchers transport water-cooled air into courtyards, covered walkways and 
classrooms.

–  Rainwater collected from all roof areas and courtyards will be recycled into the cooling system, 
gardens and production sites.

–  Efficient sun shading with fixed blinds prevents high solar heat gains in interior areas. No direct 
sun strikes an outside wall or window of a passively cooled area. Motorized blinds regulate light 
into the windows above corridors, classrooms and teachers rooms.

–  Ventilated roofs with high insulation level (U = 0.17 W / m2K) reduce heat loss in winter. 
–  Simulations prove that the energy consumption for the building s use is reduced to 

19.9 kwh / m2 / annum, through the use of skylights and passive strategies.

Prosperity 
–  The Center trains workers who will be able to apply to their skills to their own building projects.
–  Earth as a material is readily available and is often a waste by-product. Constructing with earth 

requires a large amount of human labor, yet doesn t rely on heavy machinery or technocratic 
expertise.

–  The Center introduces public space in the satellite town that can be used for community func-
tions, lectures and performances. 

Proficiency 
–  Moroccan archetypes of three scales are articulated into a contemporary context: the old riad 

as a microcosm of courtyards and niches, the rural ksar as a compact place of community life 
and the urban-scale medersa devoted to the training of students.

–   A “South-South” innovation that demonstrates how technology from North Africa can be adapt-
ed to many contexts. 

–  The Center expands the language of earth: Textures in earth create patterns of light and shadow, 
monolithic and staccato rhythms, and rough and polished surfaces.
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Energy Design, Heating, Cooling and Air Conditioning
The concept is developed to meet the demand of energy efficiency, comfort 
and flexibility. It is mainly based on characteristics of the local climate and 
the specific building usage. Ground temperatures in two meters depth pro-
vide a comfortable and useful temperature range between 16 °C and 24 °C all 
the year. Efficient sun protection is needed to avoid high cooling loads from 
solar radiation through the windows and from solar heated walls and roofs. 
Nevertheless, design must also assure sufficient daylighting. Most frequent-
ed areas result in high air flow rates. The way of air conditioning strongly 
influences the building’s energy efficiency. The building design and mechani-
cal engineering take advantage of essential conditions. The main rooms have 
well shaded massive exterior walls and small window areas. They open up to 
large and flexible interior spaces. These areas are well tempered, shaded, 
illuminated and ventilated by passive and natural measures. A precondition-
ing of supply air is provided by a ground air heat exchanger. In this way the 

cooling loads that are needed to meet a high degree of comfort in the rooms 
are reduced to a minimum. The heating of the building is almost negligible as 
the thermal energy gains in winter are well stored in the building structure. 
The thermal mass is also activated during summer nights and results in an 
efficient load shifting. The flow rate of the exhaust air is used as an energy 
source for the heating and cooling system. The electric energy demand for 
heating /cooling has to be reduced by the coefficient of performance of the 
heat  pumps. According to the further development of the project, a high 
flexibility concerning layout, detailed technical solution, teaching forms and 
appropriate climatic engineering, noise treatment and acoustics is achieved. 
These goals are accomplished by the possibilities of the presented design 
such as the openable/closeable spaces, the special technical grid in the 
basement and the building material clay.  

Section A-A 

Section B-B Level 01 Level 00
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Energie wall
with integrated ducts is used to distribute the supply air into the rooms, to activate and 
cool the thermal masses at night, for overflow of air into floor areas and for electricity 
and water supply. The floors and tutorial areas that are open to the courtyards are mainly 
cooled via night flushing, thermal masses and air-overflow from the adjacent rooms. 
Additional cooling is provided by a moderate radiant floor cooling system, which allows a 
conditioning of open spaces independent of the air flows and a further load shifting of 
the energy producing system. The design is complemented by three wind catchers, that 
provide an evaporative cooling effect to the well shaded courtyards, forcing these attrac-
tive outdoor areas to stay within relatively comfortable 30 °C, when ambient air tempera-
ture is up to 45 °C.

Cooling Tower
Comfort cooling tower is a modern version of the ancient Arabic Wind Tower in which 
wind was directed down a tower by deflectors and then across a pool of water filled jugs 
at the base. Hot outside air enters the cooling tower’s structure through evaporation 
pads mounted at the top. Temperature substantially reduced as the air gives up latent 
heat evaporating the water. This dense, cool air drops down the water causing consider-
able downdraft. Air volume can be controlled by an air damper mechanism or by reduc-
ing water flow. This passive form of cooling works best in dry climate. At daytime with 
45 °C outside temperature, the air coming out the tower is 26 °C. At night time, the air 
from the tower is 18 °C.

Cleaning of waste water
The site is connected to a public sewerage system. In order to release the public sewer-
age system it will be suggested to clean the waste water before it will be inducted into 
the public system. The cleaning will be done by a container system which collects the 
sludge. For this project a container size of 10 m3 would be necessary. 

Dynamic thermal building simulation
Essential parts of the building have been implemented into the TRNSYS simulation pro-
gram. A synthetic weather data file for Marrakech has been used, which provides mini-
mum temperatures of about 4 °C and maximum temperatures from 45 °C. 
The influences of orientation and the situation in corners are neutralized due to small 
glazed areas, appropriate shading ratios and the bidirectional light and radiation input. 
Moreover, the ground heat exchanger has been modelled according to expected ground 
temperature on the site. The data have been proved by a dynamic building simulation. 
The specific thermal energy demand has been calculated to 12.6 kWh /m2 a for heating 
and 17.1 kWh /m2 a for cooling.

Energy Concept

Level -01
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